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Abstract
This paper describes a preliminary attempt to incorporate
theories of communication (Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Poesio
& Traum, 1998) into a general cognitive architecture
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) as a first step in creating an
interactive problem solving system.  A restricted interface
for a communicative task is introduced that facilitates
system  interaction with subjects, and an empirical study of
paired subjects is presented that compares the restricted
interface to an unrestricted interface.  No difference is found
between the interfaces by measures of time to complete
problems, turns to complete problems, and final scores.
However,  some subjects using the unrestricted interface
present information to their partner but do not wait for
evidence of understanding before performing important
actions.  Implications of these findings and future modeling
directions are discussed.

ACT-R Theory

ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) is a theory of human
cognition incorporating both declarative knowledge (e.g.,
addition facts) and procedural knowledge (e.g., the process
of solving a multi-column addition problem) into a
production system where procedural rules act on
declarative chunks.  ACT-R has been successful in using
mental representations to interact with students in tutoring
sessions (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier,
1995), in making detailed predictions of errors and
latencies in memory retrieval (Anderson & Matessa, 1997;
Lebiere & Anderson, 1998), and in accounting for
individual differences in working memory capacity
(Lovett, Reder, & Lebiere, 1999).

Lebiere and Anderson’s model of addition fact learning
provides a good example of learning new declarative
chunks.  The ACT-R theory stipulates that there are only
two sources of new chunks: from perception and from
completed goals.  The goal in addition is to find the sum of
two numbers and this can be accomplished by computing
the answer (e.g., by counting) or retrieving the answer from
memory.  ACT-R accounts for the creation of addition fact
chunks as follows: initially, the goal of an addition problem
is completed by computing the answer and storing the
answer in the goal.  Once this goal is completed, it is then
available as an addition fact.  This process of creating new
declarative chunks can also be applied in the domain of

communication, where the declarative knowledge assumed
to be shared by participating individuals is known as
common ground.

Common Ground

Common ground can be thought of as the presuppositions
an individual involved in conversation makes concerning
what information is mutually believed by the participants.
Clark and Schaefer (1989) proposed that a speaker cannot
believe their contribution is part of common ground until
the listener gives evidence that this is the case.

Since new additions to common ground are dependent
on the explicit or implicit acknowledgment of the listener,
and since ACT-R has a mechanism of creating a
declarative chunk upon completion of a goal, it seems
natural to model (from the speaker’s point of view) the
addition of the speaker’s information to common ground as
the successful completion (marked by listener
acknowledgment) of a goal to contribute information.
Likewise, from the listener’s point of view, a goal of
accepting information contributed to common ground by
the speaker can be judged as complete if an
acknowledgment can be given to the speaker.  These two
goals would contain the information contributed to
common ground and would be able to be retrieved as
declarative knowledge.

Dialogue Acts

Clark and Schaefer also claimed that a contribution to
common ground is done with an illocutionary act such as
making an assertion, asking a question, etc.  A set of
widely accepted acts comes from the Discourse Resource
Initiative (Core & Allen, 1997), developed by an
international team of dialogue researchers.  These dialogue
acts represent ways to introduce new information (forward-
looking acts) and ways to respond to previous dialogue acts
(backward-looking acts).  But how do these dialogue acts
relate to the beliefs and intentions of individuals involved
in communication?  Poesio and Traum (1998) suggest an
axiomatisation of the DRI dialogue acts in terms of mental
attitudes of individuals where reactions to certain dialogue
acts can make certain changes in beliefs and intentions in
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    A’s Dialogue Act       B’s Action        Change to common ground    
Any recognize B is obligated to produce an Understanding-act
Directive(A,B,x) recognize

accept
B is obligated to Address the directive
B is obligated to perform x

Statement (A,B,K) acknowledge A is socially committed to B to K being true
Assert(A,B,K) acknowledge

accept
A is trying to cause B to believe K
B is socially committed to A to K being true

Table 1:  Some Dialogue Act effects on common ground (Poesio & Traum, 1998)

common ground.  Some of these effects can be seen in
Table 1.

Since common ground is declarative knowledge, since
productions are the only way to change declarative
knowledge in the ACT-R theory, and since Poesio and
Traum suggest reactions to dialogue acts that change
common ground, it seems natural to represent the reactions
to dialogue acts as productions in ACT-R.  The goals of
these productions contain knowledge of dialogue acts and
public beliefs, intentions, and social commitments, and
when completed these goals become part of declarative
memory and can become part of common ground.

Communication Task

Communication is usually motivated by the desire to
complete a certain task.  To begin our modeling efforts, we
were interested in a simple two-participant task where both
participants have the same abilities and unique knowledge
to be communicated.  At first we considered using a letter
sequence task (Novick, Hansen, & Lander 1994) where
subjects are given different sequences of letters with some
missing letters with the goal of creating a whole letter
sequence.  Any letter that is missing for one subject is
known by the other subject, and some letters are known by
both subjects.  So one interesting aspect of this task is that
initially there is some information that is mutually known,
some that is only known by one subject, and some that is
only known by the other subject.  We wanted to look at
how subjects talked about shared and unique information,
but without the one-way linear constraint of reading a
sequence, so we created a two-dimensional task where
subjects are given parts of a graph with the goal of creating
a whole graph.  The graphs are colored circles connect by
lines (similar to those used by Levelt (1982) to study
communicative reference) and are designed so that similar
colors on the parts can overlap and form a larger graph.  So
like the letter sequence task there is common information
and information unique to each subject, but unlike the letter
sequence there is no linear constraint to the information
and so subjects must agree on how to communicate
information about their graph parts and how the parts of the
graph overlap.  We are interested in communication using
text, so the subjects send messages by way of a chat
window from two different computers.

In addition to creating a whole graph from two parts,
subjects also have the goal of confirming each of the

circles.  This is done by each subject selecting one circle at
a time -- if the circles are the same, their score is increased,
but if the circles are different, the score is decreased.  This
confirmation goal gives an objective measure of task
performance in terms of a score, and it allows for the use of
more complicated dialogue acts such as requesting that the
other person confirm a circle or committing to confirming
a circle.

Communication Interface

In a similar spirit to the COLLAGEN project (Rich &
Sidner, 1998), we are not interested in modeling the
processing of unrestricted English syntax but in modeling
the higher-level communicative acts accomplished with
English.  So like the COLLAGEN project we eventually
intend for our model to interact with people with a
restricted set of English phrases.  This restricted interface
need not drastically hinder the communication process or
task performance.  In a study comparing a restricted
interface to an unrestricted interface for students solving
physics problems,  Baker and Lund (1997) showed that the
restricted communication interface did not interfere with
task performance.  In fact, it promoted a more task-focused
and reflective interaction.  Still, for our task we want to
compare unrestricted to restricted communication to see if
the restricted interface has any effect on task performance.

Our restricted interface (Figure 1) allows the
composition of a text message by first choosing a topic of
discussion and dialogue act to address the topic.  The
topics of conversation are paired connections (how one
circle relates to another), multiple connections (rows or
columns of circles), numbers (how many of a specific kind
of circle there are), correspondences (what circle in one
person’s graph corresponds to in the other person’s graph),
confirmations (talking about mutually confirming a circle),
and experiment phases.  For paired connection, multiple
connection, and number topics, the Assert, Info-request,
and Answer dialogue acts can be initiated with the Make
Statement, Ask Question, and Answer buttons
(respectively).  For  correspondences, the Assert and
Agreement dialogue acts can be initiated with the Propose
and Assess buttons, and for confirmations and experiment
phases, the Action-directive and Agreement dialogue acts
can be initiated with the Request and Assess buttons.
Sample messages that can be sent with the restricted
interface can be seen in Table 2.



Figure 1:  Communication window

Communication Model

A preliminary model was created that can participate in the
graph completion task.  The model reacts to statements
with related statements, to questions with answers, to
proposals of correspondence between circles with an
assessment of the proposal, and to requests for
confirmation with an assessment of the request.  If a valid
correspondence is proposed for the last circle, the model
starts to request confirmations of circles.  Proposals of
correspondence are rejected if they create a conflict in
circle color.  Requests for confirmation of a circle are
rejected if there is no correspondence for that circle, and if
the request is accepted, the circle will be confirmed.  The
reactions of the model represent obligations (Traum &
Allen, 1994) to answer questions and to address requests.
  The predictions of this model that are compared to
subject data are that the obligation to answer questions will
be followed (Info-request dialogue acts will be followed by

Answer dialogue acts) and that requests for confirmation
will be grounded before the confirmation is acted on
(Action-directive dialogue acts by the speaker will be
followed by Agreement dialogue acts by the listener before
confirmation actions by the speaker are made).  Agreement
dialogue acts include Accept, Reject, Maybe, and Hold
acts.  As these predictions involve only simple
interpretations of dialogue acts, no inter-rater reliability
testing was performed on the interpretation of subjects’
messages as dialogue acts.

Experiment

Subjects
Fourteen pairs of Carnegie Mellon University
undergraduate and graduate students attempted the graph
completion task, with seven pairs using an unrestricted
interface and seven pairs using a restricted interface.

Method
Each pair was told that they would each be given part of a
graph and their goal was first to create a whole graph as a
result of circles overlapping from each part of the graph,
and then to confirm each circle in the whole graph.  They
were told they would be sitting in different rooms and
would be using a chat window to talk to each other.  They
were shown a drawing pad (Figure 2) which contained an
example graph part consisting of connected colored circles,
and were shown how to add and erase circles representing
circles from the partner’s graph.  Each problem had seven
circles in the inital part and ten circles in the whole graph.
They were also shown a chat window which could send
eighty-character messages and only displayed the partner’s
last message.  In the restricted interface condition, subjects
were told that messages were composed in a
communication window that allowed the creation of
restricted sentences and were led through the creation of
each kind of message.  After making sure subjects
understood the task, they were then given individual
practice problems which used the addition, erasing, and
confirming functions of the drawing pad.  Finally, the
subjects were given their graph parts and were told there
were no time constraints in solving the problem.

 

My leftmost red circle is above my leftmost red circle.
Our rightmost orange is below our rightmost orange

topmost yellow is left of topmost yellow
bottommost green is right of bottommost green
middle blue middle blue
first first
second second
third third

Table 2:  Possible sentences composed with communication window



Figure 2:  Drawing pad

Results
Of fourteen total pairs, one pair in each of the unrestricted
and restricted conditions were unable to complete the task
in the hour provided.  To compare task performance
between the unrestricted and restricted interface conditions,
the number of turns to complete the task, the time to
complete the task, and the final score were measured
(Table 3).  Time to completion is reported in minutes, and
the highest possible score was one hundred (ten points for
each successfully confirmed circle, with each problem
having ten total circles).  There was no significant
difference in the number of turns (t=0.798), time
(t=0.1551), or final score (t=1.185).  The conceptual

content of the two conditions was also examined (Table 4),
and it was found that subjects made use of all the content
expressible by the restricted interface, but that the
restricted interface did not allow some content expressed
by subjects using the unrestricted interface.  This content
included statements and questions regarding the
completion of presentation of information, statements and
questions of number of circles in specific rows and
columns, requests and commitments to add circles, and
sequential plans to confirm circles.  An example of
sequential planning would be “Should we start to confirm
going row by row L to R (top to bot)?"

Unrestricted Restricted T df p
mean SD min,max mean SD min,max

turns 21.5 (5.8) [11,28] 24.7 (7.8) [12,33] 0.798 10 0.44
time 22.3 (6.6) [15,34] 28.3 (6.8) [15,33] 1.551 10 0.152
score 90.0 (16.7) [60,100] 98.3 (4.1) [90,100] 1.185 10 0.264

Table 3: Performance in Unrestricted and Restricted conditions



_______________________________________________
Restricted Restricted Unrestrictd
Interface Pairs Pairs

(n=6) (n=6)
Paired Connections

statement + 83% 100%
question + 67% 100%

Multiple Connections
statement + 100% 100%
question + 50% 67%
row + 100% 100%
column + 33% 17%
blank + 100% 33%

Numbers
total + 50% 50%
colors + 67% 33%
row + 50% 33%
column + 33% 17%
in row - 0 17%
in column - 0 17%

Correspondences
explicit + 67% 33%
implicit + 33% 67%
direct to add - 0 50%
commit to add - 0 33%

Confirmations
explicit + 100% 100%
sequence plan - 0 50%

Experiment Phases
more info? - 0 17%
done info - 0 67%

          end experiment                    +                                       100%                           100%             __

Table 4: Conceptual content

To examine model predictions, paired dialogue acts in the
two conditions were examined (Table 5).  The model
predicts that all Info-request dialogue acts will be followed
by Answer dialogue acts.  This prediction is supported by
the data, where in both restricted and unrestricted interface
conditions, 97% of Info-request dialogue acts were
followed by Answer dialogue acts.

The model also predicts that confirmation Action-
directive dialogue acts will be followed by Agreement
dialogue acts (which include Accept, Reject, Maybe, and
Hold acts) before confirmation actions are made.  This
prediction is supported in the restricted interface condition,
where 95% of the confirmation Action-directive dialogue
acts were followed directly by explicit Agreement acts (a
text message) or implicit Agreement acts (confirmation of
the circle by the other subject).  In the unrestricted
interface condition,  only 54% of the Action-directive acts
were followed directly by explicit or implicit Agreement
acts.  Part of the reason for this low number is that 70% of
these Action-directive acts occurred after an explicit plan
had been made on the sequence of circles to be confirmed.
This planning was not supported by the restricted interface
or the model.  But even with this planning, all (three) of the

incorrectly confirmed circle errors in the unrestricted
interface occurred as a result of a subject not waiting for an
explicit or implicit Agreement act after a confirmation
Action-directive.  The only error in the restricted interface
condition occurred as a result of a “group hallucination”
when both partners created and confirmed a circle that
neither of them had as part of their original graph.  Since
each problem had ten circles to confirm and twelve pairs of
subjects completed the task, there were 120 chances overall
to incorrectly confirm circles.  An example of how waiting
for an Agreement act prevented an error in the restricted
condition can be seen in the following example:  Subject A
produced an Action-directive act with "Let's confirm our
third green circle."  Subject B produced an implicit Reject
act with "I have two green circles."  Subject A then did not
confirm the circle but produced an Accept act with  "OK."
_______________________________________________

Restricted Unrestricted

Info-request (n=6) (n=12)
->Answer 97% 97%
->Statement 3% 1%
->Directive 0 2%

Action-directive (confirm) (n=66) (n=50)
->explicit Accept 47% 44%
->implicit Accept 41% 10%
->(speaker action) 5% 46%
->implicit Reject 5%
->implicit Hold 1%

          ->explicit Reject                                1%_______________________    

Table 5: Paired speaker/listener dialogue acts

Conclusions

Since subjects’ performance in the graph completion task
(as measured by score, turns to completion, and time to
completion) was not significantly different between the
restricted and unrestricted interface conditions, the
restricted interface seems to be an appropriate tool in
studying this task. For subjects using this restricted
interface, the ACT-R model was successful in its
predictions of the obligation to answer questions and of
waiting for an Agreement dialogue act before confirming
circles.  For subjects using the unrestricted interface, the
model was only successful in its prediction of the
obligation to answer questions.  Most subjects using the
unrestricted interface who did not wait for agreement
before confirming circles had previously agreed on a
sequential plan to confirm circles, and this strategy was not
supported in the restricted interface or the model.  Subjects
using this strategy apparently assume their reference to a
particular circle and their decision to confirm that circle
will be acceptable to their partner because of their previous
plan.  This ability to reference previous plans, as well as
other concepts and abilities found in the unrestricted



interface, can be incorporated into the restricted interface
and the model in future work.

Future Directions

Currently, there are no architecture-specific predictions
being tested by the ACT-R model.  The system
incorporates higher-level theories of building common
ground (Clark & Schaefer, 1989), interacting with dialogue
acts (Poesio & Traum, 1998), and responding to
conversational obligations (Traum & Allen, 1994).  Two
future directions for looking at specific ACT-R predictions
might be memory issues (errors and latencies) or
developmental issues (changes in communication over
time).

The low total number of errors (four incorrectly
confirmed circles out of 120) indicates that the difficulty of
the graph completion task could be increased, perhaps with
time constraints, to produce more errors due to a failure to
remember what a partner has said.  ACT-R has been
successful in previous research in making detailed
predictions of errors and latencies in memory retrieval
(Anderson & Matessa, 1997; Lebiere & Anderson, 1998).

Developmental issues might be investigated by looking
at how communication between a pair of subjects changes
over time when the pair solves a number of graph
completion tasks.  Brennan and Clark (1996) found that the
way subject pairs refer to repeatedly-seen objects depended
on the common ground established between the pairs.  The
current ACT-R model represents common ground as
declarative memory of successfully completed
conversational goals, and ACT-R has given detailed
accounts of declarative learning in previous research
(Lebiere & Anderson, 1998).  In addition, possible effects
of working memory capacity (Lovett, Reder, & Lebiere,
1999)  on communication development could be studied by
taking psychometric measures of working memory span for
individual subjects and looking at how they develop
common ground with their partners.
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